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Dust, Rain and the Poles

Every year, the global climate transports billions of tons of dust around the world.
These aerosols play a key role in many of Earth’s geological and biological cycles.

For instance, wind blows millions of tons of dust from the Sahara Desert across the
Atlantic Ocean, where it fertilizes the Amazon Rainforest. The collective action of
billions of trees pumping water from the ground then generates its own weather
pattern, affecting the whole of South America.

When climate scientist Bradley Markle, at UC Santa Barbara’s Earth Research
Institute, spotted a correlation between the ratios of heavy molecules and the
concentration of particulate matter in the Antarctic ice cores he was studying, he
immediately set out to uncover the deeper connection. His findings appear in the
journal Nature Geoscience.

For decades scientists have been puzzled by the relationship between aerosol
concentrations and the ratios of different molecules of water in ice cores, and Markle
appears to have finally found the connection. His research increases our
understanding of the processes at work in Earth’s atmosphere and could help to
improve our climate models.

Markle focuses on understanding how climactic processes concentrate atoms of
different weights in certain areas. Consider oxygen, for example. Every oxygen atom
has eight positively charged protons. That’s what makes it oxygen. However, the
number of neutrally charged neutrons it contains can vary from eight to 10. And the
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greater the number of neutrons, the heavier the isotope.

Water has one oxygen atom bonded to two hydrogen atoms, so water containing
lighter isotopes, like 16O — which has eight neutrons — weighs less than water with
heavier ones, like 18O — which has 10. Certain processes affect heavier molecules
more than their lighter counterparts, leading to varying distributions of different
weights across the globe. So even though 99.7 percent of oxygen on Earth is 16O,
slight differences in the ratio between 16O and 18O provide scientists with valuable
clues about the planet’s climate. In fact, measurements of these ratios in ice cores
underlie our most detailed long records of Earth’s temperature history, Markle
explained. They span hundreds of thousands of years before humans started
measuring temperature directly.

Scientists noticed that ice layers with higher ratios of heavy isotopes also contained
a greater concentration of trapped aerosols. “And it’s a very unique relationship,
too,” Markle said. “It’s very clearly logarithmic … so it seems like it needs a strong,
logarithmic process to account for it.

“The correlation between the thing that records the climate (the water isotope
ratios) and these aerosols is extremely good,” he continued. “Better than you get in
almost anything else in this field.”

Precipitation has the most influence on the percentage of heavy isotopes that make
it to high latitudes, since heavier water molecules condense more readily compared
to light ones, Markle explained. Warm air holds more moisture than cold air, so as it
cools on its way toward the poles, the moisture condenses and preferentially loses
the heavier molecules. If the poles become warmer, the air will not cool as much, so
a greater number of heavy molecules will make it to higher latitudes. As a result,
scientists associate low ratios of heavy isotopes with colder periods in Earth’s
history.

Scientists suspected that these climatic conditions impacted the locations these
aerosols came from, somehow effecting greater emissions during cooled periods
than warm ones. However, years of research had yet to produce a model that fit the
data. In addition, source variability is challenging to investigate because it requires
looking at myriad factors in many different places. “People have investigated it, and
they can’t get the sources to have such large changes in aerosol emissions,” Markle
said.



Markle compared aerosol data from the Antarctic ice cores with similarly aged
seafloor sediment from the oceans just below South America, which is the dominant
source of the airborne dust found in Antarctica. He discovered that aerosol levels in
the ocean sediment increased three- to six-fold during the last glacial maximum.
However, concentrations in the ice cores soared to levels 20 to 100 times baseline
rates. Clearly most of the change seen in the ice cores must be due to factors far
from the source of the aerosols.

Then Markle recognized a similarity between the isotope ratios and the aerosol
concentrations: The physics of moisture in the atmosphere is driving both of them.

Without aerosols, the world would have no rain. Water vapor needs a surface to
condense, or form droplets. This could be a steamy shower window or a fleck of dust
floating high in the clouds. In this way, precipitation washes the sky of aerosols.
More precipitation between the source of the aerosols and the poles means lower
concentrations of aerosols make it to the glaciers, and thus into the ice cores. And
more precipitation also leads to lower ratios of heavy isotopes. Markle had
discovered the connection.

What’s more, the scouring effect precipitation has on aerosols is exponential,
meaning its influence increases the longer, and farther, the aerosols travel from
their source. Precisely the sort of relationship Markle needed to match the data.

“This rainout theory ends up solving a whole bunch of things at once,” Markle said. It
clarifies the correlation between aerosol concentrations and water isotopes, as well
as the greater variability in aerosol levels at the poles than in locations closer to the
source of the debris. The effect also explains why dust levels vary more than sea salt
levels in the aerosol record: The ocean is closer to Antarctica than the source of
dust, so precipitation has less impact on the amount of sea salt that makes it to the
West Antarctic ice-sheet.

Markle is cautious about making predictions for our current climate change. “The
effect that we saw in the ice cores was a really big effect, but it’s a big effect on
multicentury, multimillennium time scales,” Markle said. Other sources of variability
may be more prominent over shorter timeframes, he explained.

Nonetheless, warming temperatures would forecast decreasing concentrations of
aerosols reaching the Arctic and Antarctic. Since aerosols reflect heat and sunlight,
this could exacerbate warming trends over long periods of time. Changes in aerosol



distribution could also affect the ocean, since they also contain nutrients and
minerals vital to ocean’s food web.

Markle plans to leverage his newfound understanding of these relationships to
investigate changes not only in the strength of hydrologic cycle but also in its spatial
pattern. “Because the hydrologic cycle is tied to Earth’s temperature gradients, I
think we can use these records to understand changes in polar amplification,” he
explained. This is the phenomenon where the poles warm more than lower latitudes
during climate change.

 

“This is a big deal in modern climate change,” he added, “and understanding how it
has happened in the past would be extremely useful.”
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